WARM UP: REVISE/FINISH YOUR EXIT TICKET
COMPARE THE ISLAMIC EMPIRE WITH MEDIEVAL EUROPE.

Consider: Which was more advanced? What did each achieve? What was their focus?

Your exit ticket needs to meet this criteria:
• Organization: introduction or thesis statement, description of Europe & of the Islamic Empire, which civilization was more advanced, and conclusion sentence
• Includes information about political & social structure, their contributions/achievements, and an actual comparison
• Formal language (avoid slang, contractions & first person)
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>The Islamic Empire</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Islamic Achievements &amp; Contributions (yellow)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Golden Age of China Notes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Shark Tank (yellow)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE GOLDEN AGE OF CHINA: THE TANG & SONG DYNASTIES

“THE WORLD’S MOST ADVANCED COUNTRY”

TEKS 4H, 15A, 27A
THE TANG DYNASTY (INTRODUCTION)

- Remember the Han dynasty?
  - Collapsed 220 AD
  - Over the next 350 years more than 30 local dynasties rose & fell!
  - Buddhism gained political influence during this time
  - This continued until the emergence of the Tang dynasty (618-907)
THE TANG DYNASTY

- Expanded empire
- Extended influence over Korea
- Empress Wu
- **Strong central government to control the huge empire**
- 2 capitals: Cha’ng-an and Luoyang
- Revived Confucianism, ending the political influence of Buddhism
  - Also revived the civil service exam
- Nobility dominated the government
- **Education** became more valued
- Central Asia defeated by Muslim armies in 751 (Battle of Talas)
- 907: Chinese rebels sacked & burned the capital of Chang-an & murdered the last Tang emperor (a child!)
THE IN-BETWEEN YEARS...

- Rival warlords divided China into kingdoms
- Families fought for the Mandate of Heaven until...
THE SONG DYNASTY (AKA SUNG DYNASTY)

- Never regained territory lost after the Tang
- Tried to buy peace with northern enemies - annual tributes of silver, tea, silk
- New capital established at Hangzhou
- Weak military
- Confucian government
- Strong economic development
- Southern cities prospered from trade with Chinese in the north, nomads in Central Asia, and people in Western Asia & Europe
- Population reached 100 million (double what it was prior to the Tang!)
- Marco Polo
- The Song scroll
ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE TANG & SONG

• Grand Canal extended - could ship goods across China by boat
• Use of paper money & letters of credit – improved economy!
• Mechanical clock, acupuncture
• Advances in math and algebra
• Land reform - parceled out land to peasant farmers
• Imported faster ripening rice, doubling the rice crop
  • Population increased
• Foreign trade flourished
• Major port cities boomed
• Poetry, painting blossomed
• Spread of Buddhism (gained popularity in China, then lost popularity)
SCRUB DADDY SHARK TANK
SHARK TANK CLIPS

- Shark Tank trailer
- Onesole clip
- Drip-drop Shark Tank clip
- Brightwheel Shark Tank clip
SHARK TANK EXPECTATIONS!

• 1-2 minutes long presentation “selling” your product/innovation/place
  • Why’s it so great? What does it do/offer?
    • You can choose to sell in 2018 or in the Post-Classical Era
    • Must be respectful & appropriate
  • Each member of the group contributes to the presentation
    • If presenting makes you uncomfortable, you can arrange with your group to say very little
• 1+ visual
• 1+ slide, which will be shared through google classroom
• 1 slogan and/or logo
SLOGANS

- Link
APPEALING IMAGES

ROARRRDSTER.
DESIGNED FOR DRIVING PLEASURE.
iPhone X
Say hello to the future.
CHANGE YOUR LIFE!

THE ULTRA AMAZING WHEEL
SHARK TANK EXPECTATIONS

• 1-2 minutes long presentation “selling” your product/innovation/place
  • Why’s it great or useful? What does it do/offer?
  • Each member of the group contributes to the presentation
    • If presenting makes you uncomfortable, you can arrange with your group to say very little
  • 1+ visual
• 1+ slide, which will be shared through google classroom
• 1 logo and/or slogan
2ND GROUPS

Foot-binding: Luke, Jacob, Tanner, Jaden
Gunpowder: Derek, Darren, Macgregor
Junks: Jio, Eric, Navarre
Movable Type: Sam, Shamar, Justin, Elexis
Paper: Paryss, Madison, Alysa, Peyton
Paper Currency: Patrick, Avery, Cassandra
Silk: Kaitlyn, Hannah, Jason, Natalie
3RD GROUPS
Chang’an: Jaden, Alex, Alexis
Foot-binding: Journee, Clay, Lily
Gunpowder: Chris, Kayla, Patricio
Junks: Adrianna, Ava G, Lindsey
Movable Type: Sydney, Cierra, Bren‘Yett
Paper: Tyler, Kylie, Caylee
Paper Currency: Duncan, Cameron, Ethan
Porcelain: Gilberto, Regan, Austin
Silk: Joe, Mia, Ava P
4th GROUPS

Foot-binding: Alec, Jeremiah, Amy
Gunpowder: Justin, Yoli, Agustin, Andy
Junks: Koby, Izac, Kevin
Movable Type: Cherish, Jaslen, Zak
Paper: Ife, Amanda, Jenny
Paper Currency: James,
Silk: Brooke, Anya, Raegan
5TH GROUPS

Chang’an:

Civil Service Exam:

Foot-binding: Brett, Cade, Thomas

Gunpowder: Dylan M, Yohan, Ryan W

Junks: Elias, Julissa, Rafael

Movable Type: Major, Sha

Paper:

Paper Currency:

Porcelain:

Silk:
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EXIT TICKET

1. What happened to Buddhism during the Tang & Song Dynasty?
2. What economic improvements happened during this time period in China?
3. Which do you think was more advanced in the Post-Classical Era: China or the Islamic Empire? Why?
4. Any remaining questions you have about your Shark Tank topic?